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ONE STOP SOLUTION

Radinat change the abstracts of power generation and consumption into graphics and 
numbers you can scroll through on an app. Compare Energy sources production to 
energy consumption with an easy-to-use interface including overlaid graphs and histori-
cal trends. Identify energy hogs and find ways to become more efficient.

Energy sources power plants need to be monitored for optimum power output. This 
helps retrieve efficient power output from power plants while monitoring for faulty solar 
panels, connections, dust accumulated on panels lowering output and other such issues 
affecting solar performance. So here we propose an automated IoT based energy 
resources monitoring system that allows for automated solar power monitoring from 
anywhere over the internet.

Radiant - Monitor Energy, Anywhere, Anytime



Architecture

Our radiant IoT gateway will collect data from energy meters, inverters which collect 
data from residential solar systems, weather stations and solar stations.

The Radiant IoT gateway will in turn pass on the collected data from these sources onto 
the server cloud.

This collected data will be segregated according to users and the users can get graphi-
cal and numerical information in form pf SMS notification, reports, alerts, mails, notifica-
tions and useful insights



Weather Station
Monitoring System

The software works locally and 
does not need internet 
connection.

The software is dynamically 
configurable at run time.

Our weather station 
monitoring software gets 
connected to weather station 
using Modbus RTU or Modbus 
TCP.

It continuously takes data from 
weather station and displays 
on dashboard

It shows all historical data up-to 
5 years.

User can also download 
customized reports.



Battery Management System (BMS) itself stands to monitor Battery’s health and 
forewarn any problems. we develop such BMS product that helps to prevent unexpected 
battery explosions. Immunes your Battery Systems with security, and optimizes 
performance.

Radiant’s smart BMS is powered by the Radiant analytics platform, a BMS cloud analytics 
tool developed using real-time test results. The system can detect the battery 
performance and send notification messages to the user for further action.

Compatible with Li-ion, Li-polymer, LiFePO4 battery packs.
Supports voltage upto 500V, 150 A of continuous current.
Powered with BLE, WiFi, Non-isolated CAN, GSM/GPRS & GPS interfaces for 
communication.
Maintains accuracy and precision enabling SOC algorithm & OCV compensation.
Secured cloud analytics platform.

Battery Management
System

Benefits of India’s safest 
& smart BMS Hardware



The interactive user interface effectively monitors multiple battery management devices. 
The image below shows the main page looks for the web user interface. The login page is 
created to secure data handling, authorization, and encryption. An Radiant analytics 
platform user can key in through the user ID and password. 

The user is directed to the main page after successfully logging in. The home page 
summarizes all the connected devices in real time.

1. Number of cells

2. Cell type

3. Connection type

4. Battery state

5. Cell internal resistance status

With this interactive UI platform,

Device list users can view parameters like

Login

Email

Password

Forgot Password?Remember me

Login

User Interface (UI)

Users can see how many devices are added and configured

Tracking the state of devices (Charging, Discharging, and Idle) becomes easy

The device displays Alert notifications and Fault diagnosis

Location tracking is simple for all the devices connected to the Home page.



Once the device(s) is added by the owner/admin, they can monitor and manage 
multiple battery management system in electric vehicles simultaneously.



Through remote mirroring, real-time parameters are captured and displayed with 
updated dates and times. The image below shows you all the crucial parameters such 
as pack volt (V), drawn current (A), SOC, SOH, cell temperature, and the number of cells. 
etc.

The exact device location can be tracked using the GPS navigation on Radiant 
analytics platform. To trace the record for your BMS location, enter the start, end – date, 
and time.

Real-time Parameters

Trace Record



Maintaining your BMS device history record is simple. With Radiant cloud platform, 
you can view all the parametrical changes for each device. Using the device history 
feature on the dashboard, you can record all your BMS hardware devices in one place.

Remote data logging helps the user/admin log the activity for multiple devices 
simultaneously. To see the detailed activity status for all the connected BMS devices, 
enter the start and end date to view the details.

History Record

Activity Logs

Filter

Filter



Benefits

Get information about revenue
generation from your solar plant

Increase your solar generation by 
30%

Get alerts if your inverters and 
panels are working at 100% 
efficiency or not

Reduce downtime by getting real 
time alerts

Power Vs Irradiation



Get information about energy you supply to grid

Get your personal prediction about
solar energy generation at your 
plant

Platform
Independent System

Next 3 days Energy Prediction

Plant Comparison



Radiant
Device Features

Multiple Connectivity Options
Sim/Lan/WiFi Dataloggers

Remote Data Access
Monitor remotely on Radiant Solar

Customizable
Extensive sensor options & outputs

Standalone Sensors
Available in various outputs 0-5V, 4-20ma, 

RS485

Monitor mulitple Equipments
like Inverter, Meters & others along with 

WMS

100+
Brands Compatible

Grow
Your
Busi-
ness
With
Us.



Application
Industry, micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs)

Factories, offices, commercial buildings, hotels and institutions

Industries and buildings purchasing power under open access

Distributed generators and discrete loads

Sub-tenant billing

Multi-location retail chains

It has a key feature of providing all the monitoring over 

mobile app, which is available for Android and iOS  smartphones

Users can download the app and run it with the same login created during service 

purchase

User gets instant alerts/event notification over app

User can configure new gateways and can view the data anywhere at anytim

Feature

Mobile Application

Real-time personalized dashboards

Shift wise energy monitoring and analysis

Consumption reports for energy groups

User configurable spreadsheet based reports

Production data can be entered

Historical graphs and trends

‘Virtual meters’ for in-depth analysis of a group

Provision to integrate gas, heat and water

Tariff module for cost calculations

Target demand and open access schedule monitoring

Alerts for deviations from targeted consumption

Downloadable reports via e-mail or spreadsheet

Choice of package to suit individual need



Measure
Electricity supplied by the grid

Electricity supplied by diesel generators (DG)

Electricity generated from renewable sources

Electricity consumed: total, per load, or feeder-specific

Power factor and demand

The Radiant solar monitoring 

application enables PV installers and 

system owners to perform remote 

monitoring on the go using their 

mobile Android device, thus 

maximizing solar energy harvesting.

The application enables users to view 

the most updated data and be up to 

speed with their site’s performance.

Monitor

Mobile App

Energy consumed against production

Actual demand against contract demand

Target demand against open access schedule

Reactive energy against load

CO2 emissions against energy consumption

Consumption of different types of load or energy

Locations with high consumption

Building energy consumption with respect to temperature and humidity

Consumption by department or location, using virtual groups

Electricity, gas, heat and water consumption



Contact Us

www.radiant.express

info@radiant.express

+91 76988 55855 


